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Blue and White

   I could decorate a whole house in blue and white, but I'd have to
    change my life to live in it.
       - Anonymous woman

On the way back from dinner, I linger
in front of  a china shop called "Blue and White."
The ware ranges from Ming to Spode,
to mysterious Staffordshire "flo blue."
I am drawn into the rooms I imagine  
around each plate, ewer and basin.
In such rooms hang the scents of  jasmine
of  lavender, iris, and white rose.
In such rooms, voices are always low, musical.
Viols and theorboes are played.
Questions are only either/or.
In such rooms, no one ever dies.
But in such rooms, one could.

Olga Costopoulos grew up on a ranch in Paintearth 
County in central Alberta and played first cowbell 
with the Halkirk Philharmonic.

Her book, Muskox & Goat Songs, was published by 
Ekstasis Editions in 1995. She is a Petra Kenney 
Award Winner. She has taught English and Creative 
Writing at the University of  Alberta for some years.
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"I'm going to examine your inner eye."
The drops have given me brown-eyed susans
visible in the mirror before all
vision fades, and blinded, I navigate
by sound, direction of  his nervous breath
intermittent on my saffron-stained cheek
in a clinical intimacy that discomfits us both. 

The technician gives  nervous instruction:
Try to look straight ahead
don't look into the light
look up (I see blood vessels spreading 
like cracks in a newly-formed desert--
a whole coppery field of  non-vision)

From a polished surface of   the machine
the skin around my eyes is reflected 
a glowing  turquoise pattern of  fine lines.
But there is a bright yellow comet streaking toward my nose.  
Should I tell the resident 
or allow him the frisson of  discovery? 

When a doctor says, "This is interesting,"
it's like when the tests come back "positive;"
you know it's nothing of  the sort.

Failing the Eye Exam

I've never been to Tibet, but I've learned
not to call the melted milk fat "yak butter,"
the yak being the male of  that species.
But recent notes from friends abroad
bring English home in ways I never expected.
"Our full of  yearning wine producing methods
have worked to extract the noble characters
and the richness of  the blessed earth 
of  Thessaly is in the 'bouke' of  this bottle."
Or this, from Germany: "New English Card:
A rich mammary of  turkey followed by
a bag of  wind with diverse fruits."
I'm grateful for the French intransigence
about food: fond as I am of  the religeuse 
I've no desire to consume a nun
drizzled with butterscotch and stuffed
with flagellated cream of  Chantilly.

Gains in Translation
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The slight thinning of  the upper limb before
decision of   knot and twigs

The place where eye and skeleton first meet
to argue over the lumpen end of  adolescent radius

The embarrassment of  a growth spurt
that thrusts beyond the sleeve's end

The friction of  one bone  moving around its rigid sibling
the envy of  staid ulna for kinetic radius

Veins, arteries contending in the carpal tunnel
frighten the nearby nerves into shakes or paralysis

The skin of  the forearm, speckled, freckled,
a transitional texture between work-hardened hands
and smooth upper arm

All in all, anatomy not worth anatomizing

Until

You took my hand in both of  yours
turned it palm-side up
and kissed the inside of  my wrist
and felt my pulse racing toward your lips.

Radius

Take with you to the high caves a sharp stylus
to carve your story into the walls.
Take goats, geese, and a horse
for vellum, quill, and bow-hair.
At night you will creep down
stiff  with mountain cold
to take resin from tree-line pines.
And remember --an obsidian shard
sharp enough to draw blood
for when the ink fails.
You will crave music enough
to skin a wildcat and stretch the gut carefully
alongside the hide.  You will be grateful
for the perfect proportion of  twisted 
entrails to the length of  your arm.
Venture further down the mountain
to find the spruce for the body
of  the instrument you will play
to charm the new neighbors to your fires.

What You Will Need
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Work-morning, parking lot,
our first sighting of  a new species-
a magpie in shape, but white, white as gull-breast,
pale grey wings stolen from a dove
and slightly darker tail. Not an albino.

September 29th, my mother's birthday,
another dream of  her--I'm carrying her-
she is almost weightless-into a house for shelter,
or out of  a house that's burning.
I always awake distraught, having to remind myself
she's been gone these eleven years
and I couldn't save her then, either.

She was small, bird-like toward the end.
With no more malice than manners,
a small boy once called her "an old crow"
despite her waves of  pure white hair.
Her own granddaughter, nicknamed "Sugarplum," 
named her "Granny Sugarprune."

The bird steps closer again
looks at me with one gold, knowing eye
then, as in a dream, opens its beak
to explain itself, but I hear no sound
through the closed window.

The golden eye keeps watching me.
I keep hearing the gold claws
on the tiled floor of  my dreams.

How like her quiet humour
to come in the form of  this ruffian fowl

White Magpie

but wearing the colours of  the dove.
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